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Speaker for May 15th, 2016
John Tobin
- Sound Therapy / Vibrasonics -

S

ound therapy is a holistic ancient healing
practice aiming to reduce stress and create
a greater sense of peace and wellbeing.
John uses a variety of instruments like gongs,
Tingshas, Tibetan & Quartz crystal bowls,
tuning forks, vocal toning, flutes, lyre, chimes
and various percussion instruments to unlock
stuck or stagnant ki/chi energy, which is sonically released and restored back into flow through chakra funnelling, polarity balancing
and alignment.
Every now and then we require re-tuning just like musical instruments. There are many possible reasons why our homeostasis or balance can be negatively interfered with in our busy city living. These
range from something as simple as not getting enough sleep, poor
diet, a lack of earthing or emotional turmoil, to the more complex
such as the massively increasing background EMF radiation (3 million times more than 30 years ago), or the increasing vibrational frequency oscillations of our planet (7-50 Hz.), or the fluctuations of
the Sun’s broadband radiation emissions.
Finally there is the combined effect of all these vibrations plus many
other subtle influences that go beyond the ‘noise’, which influence
our own unique harmonic symphony.
You can read more about John on his website :
http://www.vibrasonics.com.au
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I

From the Editor

was so happy to receive Maggie’s letter and the protocol she and others
have worked on to help ley lines. (page 20). Sometimes it is not easy
to get started and to know how to best approach this kind of work. Her
protocol is a good start if you want to help. Let’s all make an effort now.
I will be reporting what I find when I get to Mont-St-Michel in late may.
Sometimes I despair when I hear what is happening in the world. Things
are not changing (at least not on the surface) and it is easy to fall into
apathy thinking that nothing will ever happen to change the world. Actually this is a trick of the ‘devil’ because there is only one thing ever that
we are in charge of changing, and its not the world, it is us.
By working on ourselves we do change the world in a subtle and positive
way. Lets face it, these things do rarely reach the news, but gradually a
new psyche builds up for new generations to be influenced by.
As you get older a definite change of perspective does happen. Like they
say “if youth had the wisdom of old age and old age the energy of youth...”
You gradually realise that time is limited. We rarely think about it, but
that is the deal we get when we come down here. You come, you live,
and then you have to go. Nothing sad about it, it is just the deal. So an
appropriate question would be “What will I take with me ?”
Pondering this question always inspires me to expand my awareness, to
focus inside, to want to learn and grow. The Dowsers Society provides
great opportunities for learning. Dowsing is a wonderful, mind expanding, awareness enhancing skill to have and practise.
This month we have another morning seminar available, which will be
followed by our monthly meeting. You will find a registration form at the
end of this newsletter. At the meeting you have the chance to learn and
ask questions from experienced dowsers and to share your experiences
and successes.
Until next time..							François
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Meeting of Ancient and Modern Worlds
Christan Hummel
Reprinted from the Canadian Society of Dowsers, Fall Equinox 2003

I

n March of 1999, my colleague, Slim Spurling and I were asked to
come to Caracas, Venezuela to initiate an environmental clearing program in the area. They were facing serious threats due to water and atmospheric pollution that was out of control, being one of the most polluted cities on the planet. While I was somewhat prepared for the
pollution, I was not prepared for what I encountered once I arrived.
Unknown to me, Caracas is one of the most masculine-dominated cultures in Latin America. As such, the prevailing attitude is quite neglectful
and abusive of Nature and the whole Feminine principle of life. The government is essentially owned by the oil companies who are commonly
given a free reign to rape and abuse the land in whatever way they see fit.
The attitude of men towards women is typically male chauvinist, and
‘machismo.’ This was a challenge for me as the part of the workshop that
I was brought down to teach was showing people how to be in a co-creative partnership with Nature. Not surprisingly, almost the entire focus
was on government connections and the technology aspect of the workshop, and very little support for the aspect of working in harmony with
the nature realms.
A Friendly Visit....
The first night there, I went to bed, and before drifting off to sleep, was
visited inwardly by two people who were standing by my bed. With my
eyes still closed, I could see them just as clearly as if they were there
physically. They were both males wearing a thin string-like cloth around
their groin, with dark skin, and straight jet- black hair fashioned in a
bowl cut. Their big, deep brown eyes seemed to look right into my soul.
They seemed in their mid-twenties, and yet appeared as innocent as children. At their side, they each held a spear made of a thin tree branch in
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their hands.
As they looked at me, they instantly “communicated” something to me
in a way which was totally unfamiliar. It was not exactly telepathic, but
was more like a feeling that contained a whole message within it. The
message was that they were thanking us for coming there to help the
Earth. They were coming to the edge of their world to make contact with
us, and asked for us to come to the edge of ours to meet them. They also
conveyed that they were connected to the Amazon. Then they just left as
quickly as they came.
The next morning, I asked our host if Venezuela had any connection to
the Amazon. He replied that the very southernmost region of Venezuela
is called the Amazonia region. I had no idea at the time that there was an
‘Amazon’ in Venezuela! Then I told him about my visit and he showed
me a picture from a book on Venezuela of a tribe of Indians who lived in
that region, the Yanomami. They looked exactly like the two who visited
me! Apparently few people see them as they are deep in the jungle, and it
was rumored that they are only contacted by those who have been given
an invitation.
It did appear that this Amazonia region represented the edge of civilized
development in Venezuela. There were plans to bring electricity down
into the region, and the villagers were resisting that as it was considered
a violation of their sacred land. We looked at a map of Venezuela, and
when I looked towards the
Amazonia region a place
called Angel Falls jumped
out at me.
Something in my heart
knew that it was essential
for us to go there before the
workshop. In fact, whatever
we were to do there felt even
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2016
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more important than the workshop itself. I was getting a clear and strong
message inwardly that if we didn’t go to Angel Falls, that nothing we
tried to do in the workshop would be successful or of lasting value.
The Pilgrimage to Angel Falls
With one day’s notice, we were on a charter plane to Angel Falls some
1000 miles away. The adventure of that trip in a five-passenger plane,
during a lightning storm at night, low on fuel, is another story rivaling
anything from Indiana Jones.
When we arrived there, we discovered that the Yanomami live on the
plateau of what they called the ‘Grand Savanna’ from which Angel Falls
emerges.
It is considered the most sacred
land in Venezuela. Even from
the plane I could feel the immense and awesome presence
of the Being at the Falls. It felt
like we had tapped into a quintessential spot where the Feminine energy was linked to the
planet, like an umbilical cord
to the Mother Herself.
Once there, we learned that it takes several days by boat up river and
then a rugged hike through the jungle terrain to get to the Grand Savanna. I was heartbroken to learn that due to the time constraints of the
workshop, we were not able to make that journey to meet with the
Yanomami in person. We’d travelled all this way, and were so close, and
yet we could not make contact. I’d felt as though we’d failed.
Unable to get any closer to the Falls by foot, we circled around the Falls
a few times by plane and then landed about three miles downriver from
the Falls at an encampment called Canaima. While the camp was a very
Page 6
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beautiful place, I couldn’t shake the feeling of discouragement that we
were not able to meet with the Yanomami in person. Since we were at the
camp, we went ahead with the ceremony we had planned to do at Angel
Falls.
A colleague flew into Caracas a couple of days earlier from Australia to
meet us and brought his didgeridoo, and I had an agricultural harmonizer (one of the tools that we use for environmental clearing) and a tape
of sound frequencies also used in our environmental clearing sessions.
Together, we proceeded with a ceremony at the bank of the river near one
of the smaller falls a few miles downstream from Angel Falls. After a
while, Slim joined us and with him was a young man he met at the camp,
whose father was a Tribal Elder of one of the Indian tribes in the area.
Slim invited him to observe what we were doing and bring that information, along with a ring Slim invented, back to his father. This ring was a
token to represent our efforts to meet them. So this young man appeared
as an emissary able to travel through the terrain that barred us from making contact with the Yanomami in person.
As we proceeded with the ceremony, we seemed to uncork something
very deep from within the Earth that was bottled up at that spot. A group
from San Diego, California was meditating with us at that time and reported one of the most powerful meditations that they had ever had.
They saw something get released from deep within the Earth. Ancient
pains and abuses that were being held within the Earth were being released from that point as if it were acting like a central pressure valve for
the whole area.
The whole process took about 30 minutes, and when it was over we got
back in the plane and got ready to head home. While in the air, Slim
observed a clearing of a dark, black energy he calls D.O.R., which he had
noticed in the atmosphere when we first landed, and observed that there
was now a clearing of that black energy which extended approximately
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2016
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60 miles.
A couple of days later we did the workshop in Caracas. During the last
day, which is an outdoor experiential in focusing on how to communicate and connect with the devic life in their area to heal imbalances in the
environment, a tall, slender young Indian man came up to me and
thanked me for the work we were doing. There was something very
unique in his demeanor.
He was unusually quiet and self-contained, and I hadn’t seen him on the
previous two days of the workshop. When I asked him where he’d been
the last two days, he said that he only came for this last day. He then invited me to come to visit their home if I was ever in his area. When I
asked where he lived, he replied ‘the Grand Savanna.’
Well my mind didn’t register the significance of his offer immediately.
But after the workshop, my mind began to question his unusual presence. “How did he get to the workshop from the Grand Savanna?” It took
us four hours in a charter plane, and cost $1000 to get from Caracas to
the nearest camp at the base of the Grand Savanna! “Why did he come all
that way only to attend one day of the workshop? Why would he invite me to
see him if I was ever there? “
How could anyone from our
civilized society live amid the
jungle-like terrain of the Savanna? My mind was very confused.
About a week after the workshop was over, it finally dawned
on me that while we were not
able to physically meet the
Yanomami, that they had sent a
messenger to meet us. We had
Page 8
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gone as far to the edge of our world as we could. And they in turn sent
an emissary to ours to acknowledge our efforts and let us know that “contact” was made.
While the environmental clearing work in Caracas was successful, I realized that the ceremonial work with Nature at Angel Falls provided the
necessary groundwork for that success. Had we tried to clear such a Maledominated area without the support of the main Feminine power point,
our efforts would not have succeeded.
The KOGI Connection
For over a year, I just kept that experience with the Yanomami in the file
in my mind where I store all the other odd experiences that I’ve had while
doing this kind of work around the world. Until later in that year, I began to see where the experience with the Yanomami fit into a bigger picture of something that is happening around the planet. It was in May of
that year that I attended a workshop by a fellow co-worker named Drunvalo Melchizedek, who shared with us a recent life-altering experience he
had with an Indian tribe called the KOGI. They are a tribe who live high
in the mountains of Columbia, and were one of the only tribes to have
escaped conquest by the Spanish back in the 1600’s. Consequently, they
retained much of their original understandings and connections with the
Earth.
One of the things that make them so unique is their method of communication. They don’t use language as we know it. Instead they make certain sounds which come directly from their heart and when uttered convey 3-D pictures for the recipient. This language of the heart is a
universal language that all living beings understand. It predates all other
known languages and at one time on the planet was a universal means of
communication for humanity.
In the Bible, it tells of the story of the Tower of Babel in which humanity
at one time spoke a universal language. Afterwards, humanity was divided and the one language split into the multifarious different languages
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2016
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that have evolved into what we have today.
** Even the term babel (sic) /babble has come to mean an indistinguishable nonsense.
Until recently, the KOGI could not find any other tribes who remembered how to communicate in this universal manner from the heart.
They thought that they were the only ones, until they discovered another tribe of Mayan Indians who could also communicate with them.
This process of communicating, from the heart is easy to learn and while
it is a major ‘new’ piece, in truth it is ancient.
It is about remembering a universal ‘language’ which comes from the
heart, not the head, and which once remembered, connects us to all life
in a very special way. When we are connected in that way, something
very miraculous can occur - even beyond what we have already experienced. It seems to add a whole new depth and dimension to our relationship with life and with Nature. It allows us to connect with the Mother
in a way that connects us with all of life, and from that point we move
through the reality in a totally different way. It is a feminine way of relating to nature, through sound, feelings, pictures, and images. It’s not new,
we are just remembering it, and with it, our connection to the web of life
of which we have always been a part.
After the workshop, Drunvalo asked me to include this method of telepathic heart communication in my workshops saying, that the Earth
needed people to assist Her in this way and that it would really add a
dimension to what I was teaching people about how to communicate
with the devas and nature realms.
I agreed and since then have been doing that in all the workshops. But
the interesting thing of it was that there was this connection between the
ancient ways and modern technologies. As though the ancient people
were trying to reach us - come to the edge of our world if we would come
to the edge of theirs, as the visiting Yanomami had said.
Page 10
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Modern Science meets Ancient Wisdom
After this experience, it began to make sense what had been happening
throughout the last several years of working with the Earth healing technologies. While in South Africa, Slim was met by Credo Muktwar, who
acknowledged that their tribe had known and seen the type of technologies we were working with for hundreds if not thousands of years. In fact
they had something looking almost exactly like Slim’s harmonizer which
we used in Angel Falls, on the top of their ancient tribal sticks of power.
It was said that he who had the stick would rule the area wisely. In Egypt,
ancient hieroglyphics show priests using a caduceus rod of initiation,
which is designed in the double helix wrap, like the ring which we
gave as a gift to the young Indian
man in Cainama.
Other depictions of this technology are seen in Egyptian pictures and
look like jewellery - did they know
what they were wearing? Were they
conscious of the energies contained
in those designs?
So these technologies, while seeming new to us today, actually had their origins in ancient times and apparently ancient people knew how to use these tools. Now, these people
were sending emissaries to meet with us - but why?
Perhaps to remind us that the Earth’s problems cannot be solved from a
strictly left-brained, technologically-driven, approach. Left and right
brain approaches must be unified to produce the synergy necessary to
solve the Earth’s problems we are trying to address. The Earth Herself
must be included in this process!! This is one reason why the work with
the devas needed to proceed hand in hand with the technology aspect to
be effective. And while most of humanity has forgotten this understandDowsers Society of NSW – May 2016
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ing of how to be in communion with the Earth, it is still a part of our
genetics.
The remembrance of this ancient form of communication which the
KOGI have retained, is just one method of re-establishing our harmonic
relationship with Mother Earth again, and it is part of our heritage and
an essential part of our making our way out of the technological nightmare in which we are presently embroiled.
When I reflected upon the ‘contact’ by the KOGI I saw that it was a
similar experience I had with the Yanomami. Then I began to see a pattern emerge. I saw that through connecting with the indigenous people
and their wisdom, that they were able to help us to connect to the Christ
Consciousness Grid, because they lived on a grid that was a harmonic to
the Christ Consciousness Grid we were working to manifest.
This fitted in perfectly with the Huna teachings which said that to reach
the Higher Self, one had to first go down to the Lower Self (the connections with the Earth.) So it began to make sense why we were being contacted by these keepers of ancient wisdom.
I’ve since realized that it is essential for us to proceed with any planetary
healing work hand in hand with the ancient caretakers and indigenous
people of this Earth. We are certainly newcomers to this scene. We have
much to learn from them and their wisdom. Like a labyrinth, sometimes
you have to go backwards to go forward.
The Heart is the Key
As you may know, some of the top scientists on the planet have done very
elaborate computer models of the condition of our environment. What
they have discovered is that according to their models, we only have a few
years left before six major systems on Earth completely collapse. They
also know that there are no solutions currently which can fix this situation on a strictly 3-D level within that time frame.
Page 12
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Science knows this. What this means, is that literally for the planet to
survive, as a human race we have to shift to another level of consciousness to be able to address the situation that exists on Earth right now.
This is not an optional experience, but a mandatory prerequisite to our
survival as a planet.
After this experience I realized that what we are teaching in the workshops goes far beyond how to clear the earth energies of their space,
whether it is a home or a city, or get rid of their aches and pains with the
tools, or grow a better crop of corn by talking with the devas, or eradicate
chem trails or clear pollution. What we are really teaching them is how
to relate to the world from another level of consciousness. From that
level of consciousness, we can heal the chaos and trauma of our own
body, our cities, and our planet. It can only happen when we make that
shift in consciousness.
Footnotes:
**Genesis 11: 1 states, Now the whole earth had one language and few
words... And the Lord said, “Behold, they are one people, and they all have
one language; and this is only the beginning of what they will do; and nothing that they propose to do will now be impossible for them. Come, let us go
down, and there confuse their language, that they may not understand one
another’s speech.”
Therefore the city was called Babel, because the Lord confused the language of all the earth; and from there the Lord scattered them abroad
over the face of all the earth.
Christan Hummel is an internationally renowned author, lecturer, workshop
leader and co-founder of the seminar company, Earth Transitions. She has
taught thousands world-wide how to work co-creatively with Nature to help
heal the Earth. She has worked with the devas for over 25 years and currently leads devic sacred site pilgrimages around the world.
For more information about her upcoming trips see: www.earthtransitions.
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2016
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To Dowse is Divine
Written by Virginia Baker
Canadian Society of Dowsers Sept 2002

D

owsing is the art of searching for anything lost, missing or badly
needed with a hand held instrument called a divining rod. Some
folks say that it is the work of the devil, let me tell you what the Bible has
to say about this subject of divining, because the priesthood has been using the divining rod all along.
In Exodus 4:17 it reads “And then take in thy hand this rod where with
thou shalt do the signs.” Jeremiah 1: 11 “Moreover the word of Jehovah came
over me saying what seeth thou and I said I see a rod of an almond tree.”
Then said Jehovah “Thou hast well seen for I watch over my word to perform
it.” Micha 7:14 “Feed thy people with the rod.” Revelations 11: 1 “and
there was given me a reed like unto a rod and one said raise and measure the
temples of God, and the altar and them that worship therein.”
For thousands of years man has used this method to search out needed
water supplies and to locate minerals deep in the earth. The power to
divine is innate within everyone, but like all talents, must be learned and
developed. There are societies all over the world that promote dowsing.
Our American Society of Dowsers is located in Danville, Vermont.
If you grew up on a farm you no doubt have seen a dowser make a location for a water well, working with a forked stick. In Bible times the divining device was called a Rod, a Reed or a Staff. Today the dowser works
with a Y-rod, L-rod, Wand or Pendulum that can be made from anything, even a simple coat hanger. The device is only the indicator, and has
no power, man is the channel for this power to become manifest.
I first learned to divine, using a pendulum back in 1968. It was fascinating to discover that everything radiates an energy that we call the Life
Force. Food took on new meaning when I held a pendulum over it and
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could visibly see the energy it radiated. Even apparently beautiful fruits
and vegetables could seem lifeless when checked with this method, while
others manifested great energy. As I learned more about food contamination due to insecticides and storage methods, I could begin to see the
importance of knowing the degree of life force in the foods I ate.
I also discovered that foods BLESSED increased in energy nearly two
fold. Using a pendulum will also indicate the foods that are especially
good for you, or help you locate the foods that are harmful. Remember,
individual needs vary, so the pendulum is helpful to determine vitamin
and mineral needs too.
Be sure to keep a pendulum in the kitchen to check those left-overs in
the refrigerator! If the food has lost its life force you will not derive any
good from eating it, in fact, you will lose energy.
As we enter the Aquarian Age,
we are learning more about color
and its influence in our life. I’m
sure you are all aware of the fact
that you feel better in certain
colors.
Perhaps you have not discovered
that we live and move in a world
of color! Yes, color is everywhere
in our universe. Have you not visibly seen a rainbow on a sunny day as
you were watering the lawn? The colors you wear or surround yourself
with attract more of the same from this universal supply.
For perfect harmony in your life you need a balance of color. When in
doubt as to your needs, a pendulum will tell you. Simply ask: “Do I need
Yellow? Red? Green?” etc., and you will learn what is needed to harmonize
your inner being. Concentrate on a blue sky and feel a spiritual uplift.
Green is not only cooling, but is great for inner peace. If you need to acDowsers Society of NSW – May 2016
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complish a lot, try wearing red!
Become aware of color in your
world.
It really would not be fair if I
were to interest you in the pendulum and what it can do for
you, and not tell you how it
works.
First, buy a pendulum or find
yourself anything that you can
tie a string through, such as a prism from a lamp, a ring, a fish weight or
a bolt.
Next, attach a string about six inches long and you have a pendulum.
Now you are ready to let it show you what you can do.
Hold the string between your thumb and forefinger and mentally tell it
to indicate what signal it wants to use for a “Yes” answer.
Now please be patient at first if it is a little slow in moving. Some of you
will get a response right away, and others will have to try a little harder.
After you have established your “Yes” answer, ask for your “No.” It is most
important that you let your inner self supply the answers to your questions.
If you concentrate on the question your conscious mind has to get out of
the way. Remember to be grateful for this power, I always say “Thank you
Father.” Begin your dowsing experiments on the foods you eat, what to
wear, and your vitamin and mineral needs.
You are in tune with the Infinite, and your journey on the path of life will
be richer and fuller as you grow in the Light of Truth.
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Kaulike
- A Simple Way to Help Someone Feel Good
From ‘Urban Shaman’ by Serge Kahili King

T

he Hawaiian word, Kaulike, means ‘balance or harmony’ and is a
very simple technique to actively (or passively, through imagination) bless someone as a way of sharing Aloha, ‘The Sacred Breath’.
Because “energy flows where attention goes”, the act of touching lightly by
the sender is immediately re-balancing the energy of the receiver, and
BOTH physical bodies are balanced.
First, stand in front of the receiver and touch him or her with the fingers
of alternating hands for about one second (count one-thousand) on the
crown of the head, the throat, the chest, the solar plexus, and the belly
button.
Then use both hands on either side of the body at the same time, and
touch in turn - the jaws, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees, ankles,
and toes.
Finish by raising your arms out to your sides and above your head, and
sweeping your hands palm-outward and down in front of the receiver
(along the central meridian center line) to about the hip level. That’s it.
No need for thinking, chanting, breathing deeply or anything except
touch and sweep.
You can do this on someone who is unconscious in a hospital, someone
sitting and someone far away.
The only limitation is your own skills in imagining and focus.

Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2016
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Thoughts on Genetic Modifications
By Edward Bush
Canadian Society of Questers, Spring 2004

A

recent comment in an article about tulips particularly struck me. It
was that the varieties which attracted bees and insects, in spite of
intensity and colour, were the ones that dowsed most positively (= had
the largest energy field or aura), yet the hybrids (genetically modified)
seemed dead on the energy level.
Again, quite dull looking flowers were generating enormous energy whilst
the tulip display was disappointing from an energy point of view. So why
not the tulips? They were largely hybrid and sterile.
My own experience in dowsing the auras of numerous plants, fruits and
vegetables has confirmed these findings, and that the simplest and most
natural life-forms, ie. unmodified by man‘s efforts, have the most energy.
Any competent dowser can demonstrate the difference in energy between
organic and today’s mass-produced foods.
As an example, I find that the aura of an ordinary battery egg is usually
about an inch. The next step up is an egg from a hen fed on a better diet,
marketed here under the name of ‘Barn 3’ or something similar. These
have an aura of about two inches. Then come eggs marked ‘free run’ at
three to four inches.
Beyond that are eggs marked ‘organic’ at four to six inches. Best
of all are ‘Organic Free Range’ at
eight inches; ie. the most natural
you can get, and with eight times
the energy of the battery eggs
most would rather get these. I
suspect, yet cannot prove, that
Page 18
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genetically modified plants and animals conform to this model.
I enjoy eating baked potatoes yet I have been told that the russet skinned
potatoes that we have been using for many years are, in fact, hybrids or
modified. Certainly I have found that none of the russet potatoes have
any aura at all compared to almost all the other kinds of potatoes I have
measured, which have auras in the range of two to four inches (five to ten
cm).
If hybrid or genetically modified plants and animals are energetically
dead in this way, what can we expect of irradiated foods? I know that
microwaving any kind of food or drink totally destroys any energetic life
it may have had. I understand that seeds that have been microwaved lose
their ability to reproduce.
I often wonder what the long term effect of a diet of genetically modified
food would be on mice, guinea pigs, birds and eventually, humans. And
by long term I mean over several generations, which, after all, is the way
we ought to look at it for the survival of our kind on this planet. It is very
suspicious that tests over several generations would result in the same
sort of outcome that Dr John Ott discovered when he exposed a family
of ferrets to pink fluorescent lights over a long time. If I remember correctly, after three generations of this treatment the ferrets could no longer reproduce. A great thought for the future of mankind, don’t you think?
It is all very well for the dowser to say, “This plant is a hybrid or has been
genetically modified. It has no energy compared to a similar unmodified
plant.” Who in the scientific world is going to believe the dowser? But if
a well-run, long term test program was able to show that feeding such
hybrid plants to laboratory animals had the effect of stopping their reproduction after several generations we would have learnt a lot, and just
possibly, someone would sit up and take notice.
I put this idea out in the hope that some enthusiastic dowser might like
to start an informal test program on his or her own.
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2016
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Ley Lines Update

I

have received encouraging feedback from some of our readers, showing
that we can make a substantial difference. See below part of a letter
from Maggie Lowe. I hope that more people will be inspired to help.
Apropos to your article in this month’s Newsletter about the damaged Athena Line at Mont-St-Michel, Normandy, I’m sending you
info on some of the healing work done since you drew our attention
to the damage at the DSNSW meeting in 2015.
You showed a picture of the tomb at Glastonbury where an energy
line had split and travelled around it to rejoin at the other side then
travel on. It occurred to me that the same thing could be possible for
the damage at Mont-St-Michel so I dowsed and found that it could
be. Martine agreed to do it with me and Francine Lamessager, whose
in-laws live nearby the site, joined us later. We began on 19th August
2015.
At first I was guided to raise the life force energy % (then showing
only 10%) for 5 days before attempting to do any realignment work.
Dowsing revealed that this was to be done 3 times a week, which I
did until I asked the DSNSW Healing Group to include in it their
weekly work when it improved markedly.
It appears that the line has found its way around the blockage and
has repaired somewhat. I haven’t sent an article for the Newsletter,
preferring to wait until you visit the site and are able to dowse and
‘feel’ what is happening there. I really look forward to hearing what
you, the editor, discover. Please let me know, I feel a close connection
to my friend Athena.
Enclosed is a copy of some notes I made at the time we started doing
the work and I am working weekly on it.
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Repair of the Athena Ley Line
At Mont-St-Michel, Normandy, France, 19 August 2015

M

aggie Lowe and Martine Negro, later Francine Lamessager
Seeking assistance from Archangel Michael & the Goddess Athena

Wednesday 19th August 2015
“We ask respectfully, with utmost love and purity of intention, to assist in the
return to normal form and function of the Athena Energy Line which has
been diminished by obstacles caused during construction of a bridge at Mont
St-Michel in Normandy, France.”
“We request that all frequencies of physical, energetic and spiritual damage
are scrambled and that a strand of the Athena Line is shown an illuminated
safe way around the obstacle. “We invite her then, with our support, to rejoin
the undamaged line with increased power, and to accept all healing sent to
facilitate this.”
**Maggie to raise the Athena Line energy life force % on Friday 21st, Sat,
Sun, Mon and Tues 25th before next step. Life force at start this work
was only 10%
Wednesday 26th August 2015
As above then… “We invite another strand of energy to similarly travel
around the opposite side of the obstacle, to isolate it and rejoin the undamaged line to become one complete Athena Energy Line.”
“May she be charged with Divine golden light and return to the frequencies
of the perfect form and function of her Etheric Blueprint, in order to fulfil her
Divine Purpose. So be it”.
Blessings: “We ask a blessing of love, light, wholeness, power and the ability
for the Athena Line to hold this new form, as long as it is necessary, in order
to travel freely along her journey around the world”.
The life force energy increased steadily, then improved further when the
Healing Group also worked on it.
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2016
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-

Energetic Lymph Therapy Workshop -

T

Sunday May 15th, 2016
- with Vara Maranda -

his morning workshop will introduce a new Australian energetic
technique using Quartz tools, in a specific rhythmic sequence around
the body. It is a unique technique which creates a pulsating effect with
the clients biomagnetic field. This directly stimulates and balances the
energetic and the physiological systems eg. lymphatic, nervous system,
neuro vascular etc. Anecdotal evidence has shown that it:
• Improves energy levels, eliminates body toxins
• Balances & stimulates Chakras, improves lymphatic system
• Decreases Lymphatic swelling (gut, feet, legs, arms, hands)
• Energetic clearing
• May assist with weight reduction in some cases
Everyone welcome to register!
This 2 hour workshop will be an introductory session on how to incorporate some Basic Energetic Lymph techniques with Dowsing.
Please wear comfortable clothing, wear minimal metal jewellery, as this
may interfere with your electro-magnetic field.
Please bring two towels for class. Contact Vara Maranda ATMS.
for further information on Mobile 0407 668 800
Email Vmaranda8@bigpond.com
Cost: The workshop cost is $60 for members and $70 for non-members.
The workshop registration will begin at 10:45 for 11:00 start. The seminar will be followed by our regular monthly meeting, with time for
lunch in between.
Where: Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill, Sydney,
NSW, see back of newsletter for directions.
All bookings and payments to be made by May 10th. No late enrolments
accepted.
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Title:

Morning Dowsing Workshop
- Energetic Lymph Therapy Workshop with Vara Maranda

Registration Form

Postcode:

Surname:

on the 15th of May 2016

State:

First name:

I would like to register for the Morning Dowsing Workshop

Address line 1:

Suburb:

Mobile:

Address line 2:

Telephone:
Email:
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or, I made a direct deposit

Cut along dotted line

Please detach this form to register

www.dowsingaustralia.com

Tel: 02-9818-6127 Email: olga.kos@bigpond.com
Please do not send cash

Olga Kosterin
169 / 5 Wulumay Close
Balmain Cove,
ROZELLE NSW 2039

Preferably make a direct deposit to:
Dowsers Society of NSW Inc. - BSB: 032298, Account #: 173532,
Quote Reference: Your name+15MAY16,
and advise Olga by email of your personal details.
Forward payment with this completed form, or email to:

Cost: $60 members or $70 for non members

			Enclosed is my cheque/money order for $

Speakers for June 19th, 2016
Lisa and Pasquo Cassetta
- Meditation on the Map of Australia An Application of the Technology of Consciousness -

A

n audio-visual presentation by Lisa and
Pasquo Cassetta.

Lisa and Pasquo have made a life-long study
of the relationship between consciousness
and energy, and how this relationship forms
the basis of our life, and in particular how
the current transition into the new age is presenting both challenges
and opportunities from an energetic point of view.
This will be a fun, warm-hearted sharing that will instil new optimism and confidence in one’s life and in the life of our planet for the
future. The presentation will include guided meditation experiences.
What’s in the presentation:
• The energetic basis to the new age and how the new energy influx
will naturally transform every aspect of life on earth
• The Australia Map Meditation – how it works, its benefit to participants and to the nation and how you can take part
• Who are the Masters of Wisdom and what is their role in today’s
world?
• Transmission – a Meditation for the New Age
• What are the crop circles and who makes them and why?
• The technology of consciousness and personal awakening
• Meditation and shared energetic experience
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, 506 bus goes from Town Hall House, Druitt St, Stand L, to
Gladesville Rd, cnr of Pitt St, Hunters Hill
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm

Website address
www.dowsingaustralia.com
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